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Abstract: Unlike most cities, Bangkok's highway system depends heavily on at-grade U-turn
intersection schemes. Thus, it is important to assess how U-turn vehicles interact with priority
vehicles to improve desigrs and traffic controls at these sections as well as to justify the
improvements to highway networks with U-turn sections. U-turn intersections generally
operate at priority control. Gap acceptance function at normal priority intersections has been
widely studied; however, little research has been conducted on U-tum intersections. Therefore,
first of all, factors that affect the gap-acceptance function of U-turn drivers, needs to be
identified and quantified to understand the U-turn phenomenon. In this study, the gap-
acceptance function of a U-turn intersection in Bangkok was modeled as a binary choice
problem. Eight explanatory variables are analyzed in an effort to identify and quantify
variables that significantly affect gap acceptance at U-turn intersections.
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1.II{TRODUCTION

Bangkok's urban roads have uniquely developed dependence on the U-turn system due to the
traditional use of sois. A soi is a local road connected to a major arterial in a T-configuration
on one end and usually a dead end at the other. [ater as traffic at the major road increased, the
major arterials are physically divided by raised medians for safety and operational purposes.
Since sais are closely spaced (approx. 100 m), it is then impractical to facilitate at-grade
intersections for right turning traffic at every soi. Thus for a vehicle to turn right from a soi, it
needs to turn left first then proceed to the nearest U-turn intersection. Obviously, U-turn
intersections form bottlenecks of Bangkok traffic; thereby, are key elements in the
performance of Bangkok's traffic system.

Despite popularity of the U-turn scheme in Bangkok, little is known on what influences traffic
movement at these intersections. The gap acceptance function is the primary element that
defines the way U-tum vehicles interact with a priority vehicle and is therefore a principal
determinant in the analysis of U-turn movement. Thus, what factors and how they influence
gap acceptance are key questions that needs to be addressed to fully analyze and understand
traffic movement at these intersections.
U-turn intersections can be described as priority T-intersections with an angle of intersection
of 180 degrees. However, maneuvers at U-turn intersections are different from those at
standard 90-degree priority intersections. The gap acceptance has been studied by various
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authors for 90-degree or close to 9O-degrce priority intersections (Daganzo; 1981,
Mahmassani; 1981, Fitzpatrick; 1991, Hamcd; 1997, Stan; 1997, Teply;1997, and
Transportation Rcsearch Board; 1997). However, research on the gap acceptance function at
U-turn sections has not gained much attention duc to the unpopularity of such intersection
configuration in most countries, except the study done by Al-Masaeid (199), which analyzed
the delay and capacity at U-turn sections.

In this study, the gap acc€ptanoe function at a U-turn intersection in Bangkok was anallzed as

a discrete choice problem. A pool of eight explanatory variablcs was investigated on their
effecl on gap acf,Eptaflce probability. Estimation of coefficients was done using the maximum
likelihood mcthod. Because of the high percentage of motorcycles in Bangkok traffic,
separate analysis was done for motorcycles and passenger can. Base on statistical infercnce,
variables that were significantly influential to the gap acceptanco function at a U-turn
intersection were identified.

2. GAPACCEPTANCE ASABINARY CHOICE MODEL

Assuming that decisions for gap acceptance is based on the comparison of the utility, Uo"., of
acceptanc€ and a threshold utility, U'i, value (Ben-Akiva; 1993). The probability of gap
acceptance can thus be shown as:

P{accep) - Pr(U or, > U rlr)
(1)

Further assuming that the utility of drivers is random and the utility function can be expressed
as:

u -v+e (2)
where Z is the representative component of utility and e is the random component or
disturbances.
Eq. 1 can thus be reformulated as:

Pr(accept)-Pr(V*, + Eo,, ZV,h+ t,, )

- Pr(e,, - eo* sVo,, -V,r) 
(3)

Assuming the logistic distribution with positive scale parameter, ;r" for t, Eq. 3 results in the
binary logit model as 8q.4.

Pr(accept)-Pr(e,, - e *, sV*, -V,r)
,_

1+ exp(- pV.,, + pVn)

Taking pV1, as a constant parameter and assuming the representative utility function, V, as a
linear function of some explanatory variables, the binary logit model simplifies to

k(accept)--#r)

where Z is the linear representative utility function

v - fl1+ fuX1+ P2x2+...+ Pnxn (6)

fl2. F, : constant parameters
Xn : explanatory variables
function in determining the probability of gaP acceptance enables the

of more than one factor as well as to facilitate easy examination and

(4)

(s)
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systematic
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quantification of the effect of explanatory variables on gap acceptance probability using the
Newton-Raphson technique.

3. DATA COLLECTION

3.1 SiSe description

Data'used to analyze the gap acceptance phenomenon at U-turn intersections was taken ftom
an at-grade U-turn intersection at Paholyothin Highway, Bangkok. The study area is
illustratcd in FIGURE 1. The intenection is located at an urban area and catcrs to U-turn
movemenl as well as to traffic to and from a minor road. The interseclion has no traffic sign
to regulate the U-turn traffic but is observed to be operating at yield control. The highway
section is straight with approximately 0Vo grade. There are no pronounoed obstacles in the
vicinity of the U-turn intersection to obstruct sight distance.

00L_J!0
(n)
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Section I Section 2

, lg.On | 36.5m | 35.fi1n I rq.s-
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fideo Camera f I,

rmd 
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FIGURE 1. Study Area

The intersection was videotaped from a high vantagepoint on the 2l October 1997 for three2-
hour periods; namely, the morning period (08:45 to 10:45), the noon period (12:30 to 14:30)
and the afternoon period (16:00 to 18:00). The video taping was done on a Tuesday with fair
weather with all time periods having approximately the same lighting conditions.

Vehicles are classified into car (PC), motorcycle (MC) and heavy vehicle (HV). Can are
defined to include passenger cars, pick-up trucks, station wagon and other vehicles with
similar acccleration characteristics. Motorcycles include all motorized vehicles with two
wheels. And, heavy vehicles include all vehicles with long wheelbase and low acceleration
characteristics. Turning volumes and pedestrian traffic at the intcrsection for each time
periods is shown in FIGURE 2, where the time periods are abbreviated as M, N and A for
morning, noon, and afternoon timo periods, respectively.

Using t/l0O-second accuracy in video timing the following variables are derived from
videotape.

. Crossing time of every priority vehicle on the three reference lines. U-turning vehicle type. Priority vehicle lanc orientation. Numbcr of gaps rejected by the lead U-turn driver. Accept or reject for all gaps. Priority vehicle type. Waiting tirtre, which is defined as the time the U-tum vehicle is in queue

Pede*rian Bridge
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. Parallcl stoppin& which is defined as the situation at which two or more U-turn
vehicles stop at the head of the U-turn lanc

From the crossing time at reference lines the speed is mcasured between contiguous rcferencc
lines and the timC interval. The acceleration is then derived using the following equations

a,,-2& Q\

where 
tij

aii = Acceleration ofj-th priority vchicle for i-th U-turn vehicle
vj.i; vlii = Speed ofr'-ft priority vehicle for i-th U-turn vehicle in scction I and2
,,; i Trivel time ofj-th priority vehicle for i-th U+urn vehiclc between scctionl and 2

Forpasscnger car, almost 500 U+urn vehicles was observed deciding to accePt'or tqsqf
totd-of nearly 5,000 gaps during any time period. Thc data sample for cach time pcriod is
considered large enough for disaggregate analysis.

FIGURE 2. Turning Movement of Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic at the U-turn
Intersection

Pedestrian traffic was considered to be small enough and tends to cross thc street when the

traffic was at standstill, that is, there were few conflicts between U-turning vehicles and
pedestrians. Thereby, their effect was excluded in the-analysis. Also the.merging floy yas
imall enough to be ireglected. Further, the number of HV U-lurning vehicles was insufficient
for analysis; thuS, they were also excluded from the analysis.

Speeds of priority vehicles had a mean of 50 kph with a stqndard devialion of .12. kph.
A'cceleratioh databf priority vehicles indicated a mean of 0 m/sz with a standard deviation of
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0.5 m/s2 or l.8kptr/s. A 0m/s2 mean acceleration shows that priority vehicles were not
sigrificantly affected by the U-turning vehicles and that reverse priority was not apparent in
the data. A statistical test indicated that the speed and acceleration data followed closely the
normal distribution. Also, the speed and acceleration data of priority vehicles was considered
to cover a wide enough range of values with 957o of the speed data between 26 kph and 74
kph and 957o of lhe acceleration data between -3.5 kptr/s to +3.5 kptr/s.

Observation of U-turning vehicles indicated that PC and HV vehicles started off from the U-
turn lane and crosses the median lane and mid-lane to merge with the priority stream at the
shoulder lane. MC vehicles generally followed the same U-turn path but occasionally merges
with the priority stream at the median lane and mid-lane. Also, Both PC and MC vehicles
tended to encroach into the median lane while waiting for a suitable gap.at the head of the U-
tum lane. Analysis of waiting time at the U-turn lane showed that the J0' percentile values of
the three time'periods was-between 18 to 20 segonds and the 85th peicentile values was
between the 33 and 40-second range.

4. VARIABLE SELECTION

4.l Model Stnrcture

The gap acceptance probability curve is formulated using the binary logit model with the
utility function assumed to be linear to simplify the analysis. The applied pool bf explanatory
variables is as follows.

' Gap (sec) - defined as the time between the crossing of a major stream vehicle (or the
anival of a U-tum vehicle) and the crossing of the next major stream vehicle
regardless of lane orientation.. Priority vehicle - defined as the vehicle that comes first to the stop line.. Speed ofpriority vehicle (kph). Acceleration, aic, of prioilty vehicle (m/s2). Type of priority vehicle{ MC - motorcycler' PC - passenger car{ HV - heavy vehicle. Driving lane of priority vehicle{ I:ne 1 (shoulder lane)r' Lane2 (mid-lane)r' Lane 3 (median lane). Waiting time, war? (sec). Number of rejected gaps. Existence of parallel stopping vehicle

V"lPt-"1 such as priority vehicle type, parallel stopping and lane orientation are not readily
applicable,into the model due to ils qualitative nature. Thus, the qualitative variables ari
treated as dummy variables with the following property:

,,, - [' 
if itemi is categorY i

" [o otherwise

4.2 Correlation between Variables

The data was first tested on correlation. The conelation table for the noontime period is
shown in TABLE l. The other two time periods have similar correlation tables. Al[variable
pairs except waiting time and number of-rejected gaps exhibited low correlation at all three
time periods. In the selection process, when one o[ the variable pair with high conelation is
accepted, the other variable is automatically eliminated from the airalysis.

(8)
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TABLE 1. Conelation of Variables for rhe Noontime Period

43 Stepwise Selection

The selection process started with one-variable logit models, pairing each explanatory
variable to a constant term to form the utility function. Parameters for each model were then
optimized using the maximum likelihood method. Then the variable of the model that
exhibited the best goodness-of-fit was adopted. Also, variables that werc insigrifiail al9OVo
confidence interval were eliminated from the analysis. The selection process was then
repcated using a two variable logit model with a constant term, by pairing the adopted
explanatory variable and each variable left in the pool. The process was continucd until a
maximum of 5 explanatory variables was selected or until the pool of variables was used up.
The selection process was conducted on MC and PC vehicle type separately for the three time
periods. From the selected variables of each time period, the best combination of explanatory
variables was chosen based on the goodness-of-fit, significance of variables and consistency.

4.4 Selected Variables

The results of the selection process for PC and MC are summarized in TABLE 2 and TABLE
3, respectively. The variable in each column reprosents the variablc that was newly selccted in
each process. The results show that gap is the most influential factor for both PC and MC.
This is intuitively reasonable as drivers naturally base their gap acccptance decision on the
time available for maneuver. For PC, acccleration of the priority vehicle is the next most
influential factor. No other explanatory variable is accepted in all time periods except gap and
acceleralion. Thus, gap and accelcration is considered the bcst combination of explanatory
variables to explain the gap acceptance decisions of PC.

TABLE 2 Stepwise Selection Process and the Adjusted Likelihood Ratio p2 for PC

The results for MC also indicate the same consistency in the sclection of gap and acccleration
of the priority vehicle in the three time periods. Acrrleration is the second selected variable in
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the evening period and the third selected variable in the morning and noon period. In the
morning and noon periods waiting time and parallel stopping is selected before acceleration
but both variables were not consistently accepted in all time periods. Thereby, the gap-
acceleration model is considered best in defining the probability of gap acceptance of drivers
of MC.

TABLE 3. Stepwise Selcction Proccss and the A-djusted Ukelihood Ratio p2 for MC

5. PROPOSED MODEL

Base on the variable selection, the combination of a constant term, gap and acelration
provides the best model for both PC and MC vehicle types and has the following form:

Yr(accept)--#df

where

V-F+flgxgap+Boxacc

B Pt, P,= model parameters or coefficients

Using the maximum likelihood method, the model paramelers are determined for each time
period and are summarized in TABLE 4. The coefficients derived are reasonable in their
nature: The positive coefficient for gap means that the larger the gap, the more the chance of
U-turning. Similarly, the negative coefficient for acceleration guarantees that the probability
of gap acceptance decreases with the acceleration increasing. The selected variables exhibit
high significance with confidence intervals better than 99%o-for both PC and MC in all time
periods.

TABLE 4. Recommended Model for All Time Periods

The next step would ihen Ue to determine the recommended value of coefficients for each of
the'explanatory variable. Using a confidence interval of.95Vo, the range of feasible values of
each coefficient is determined for each time period. The results are shown in FIGURE 3 and
FIGURE 4 for PC and MC respectively. Tlie shaded region in FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4

(8)
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indicate intcrsection of the range of feasible values of parameters for the conesponding
exphnatory variable.

The area of intersection of coefficient ranges defined for each explanatory variable in
FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4 is then hypothised as the range wherein the common estimate is
locatcd. The recommended coefficient is simply taken as the mid-range value. The resulting
recommended coefficients are summarized in TABLE 5.

Comparison of the coefficients of PC and MC indicate that the coefficients of PC and MC are

different at 957o confidence interval. This indicates that the gap acceptance behavior of PC
drivers is different from those of MC driven.

FIGURE 5 illustratds the proposed gap acceptance model with agceleration taken as constant.
Modcls with consrant ao&le?ation "vdlur. of -2, 0 and + 2m/sl are qhown for corpparison.
From FIGURE 5, the 50 perctntile accepted gap al -2 m/s', 0 m/s' and +2 mls' priority
vehicle acceleration is 1.0, 4.25 and 6.25 seconds for PC respectively and 1.0, 3.5 and 4.9
seconds for MC respectively. Thus the results show that drivers of MC tend to be more
aggressive than drivirs of PC. The high maneuverability and high acceleration properties of
motorcycles can explain such tendencies.

FIGURE 6 illustrates the recommend gap acceptance model for U-turn intersection when gap

is takcn to be constant. C-onstant gaplilues of I to 7 seconds are graphed for comparison.
Here, it is shown that accelerating priority vehicles causes U-tum vehicles to €xercise geler
caution and that drivers of PC are inore sensitive to acceleration of a conflicting vehiclc than
drivcrs of MC.

a) constant term

lEl
0mFi5d

c) acceleration coefficient

FIGURE 3. Resulting lntersection of Ranges for PC

I
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TABLE 5. Recommended Coefficients

FIGURE 5. Effect of Gap on Gap Acceptance Probability
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FIGURE 6. Effect of Acceleration on Gap Acceptance Probability

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

After a rigorous process of variable selection to arrive at a model for gap ac.eptance at U-turn
intersections, the conclusion came to a model that is relatively simple. From a pool of eight
variables, the selection process concluded that the combination of gap and acceleration gives
the best and most consistent definition of the probability of gap acc€ptance of U-turning
vehicles. The results are intuitively reasonable since drivers would tend to be more cautious if
the gap is small and if the priority vehicle is accelerating. However, the rejection or the non-
inclusion of the other variables considered in this analysis; namely, lane orientation, speed
and vehicle type of priority vehicle, waiting of the U-turning vehicle, and parallel stopping, is
contradictory to what is intuitively obvious. We expect drivers to exercise more caution when
priority vehicles that are on the shoulder lanc because of the extra distance required to
traverse to the shoulder lane. The resuhs, however, showed that U-turning driven do not
sigrificantly differentiate the lane orientation of the conflicting priority vehicle. Similar
arguments can be made with the speed and vehicle type of the priority vehicle, waiting time
of the U-turning vehicle, and parallel stopping.
It is also obseried that the gr,lp 

"c""pnnfi 
m"odels for MC exhibit much lower p2 values than

those for PC. This can be attributeC to the tendency of MC vehicles to position themselves
less consistently at the head of the U-tum lane and its ability to turn sharply to merge at the
median lane, mid-lane or shoulder lane. On the other hand, PC vehicles position at
approximately the same position at the head of the U-tun lane and can only merge at the
shoulder lane due to its limited turning radius. This poses as an area of improvement of gap
acceptance models for MC vehicles.

It is pertinent to note that in the study of Stan et al. (197), it was concluded that wairing time
tends for higher gaps being accepted for waiting time less than 30 seconds and tends for lower
gaps being accepted at waiting times greater than 30 seconds. In this study, waiting times are
generally less than 30 seconds. Though the sign of the coefficients for waiting time are in
agreement with the study of Stan et al. (1997), waiting time was eliminated in the variable
selection proc€ss.

Al-Masaeid (1999) analyzed the capacity at U-turn sections. He presented regression formulas
for capacity, total delay, critical gap, and move-up time. For instance, the average total delay
and confliiting traffic speed are adopted to describe the critical gap. However, The probability
function is focused for neither passenger car nor motorcycle in the study.

Ttrc Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) provides the comprehensive procedures for estimating
the capacity of unsignalized intersection. The procedures have greatly advanced for the last
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decade (Transportation Research Board; 1991, l99r). In the ratest version (Transportation
Research Board; 2000), the critical gap at unsignalized intersection accounts for geometric
and traffic conditions, such as grade, the number of lanes, propo;tion of heavy vehicles, and
vehicle movement. The capacity computed as the function of critical gap is further adjusted to
oonsider the impedance by higher-priority vehicle movements, pedestrians, and so on. Thus,
compared to the HCM model, the model proposed here is simplified. And the model is
specific to U-turn sections whose traffic characteristics are similar to those of the
measurement site. However, since the road network in Thailand is fundamentally based on U-
turn scheme, the model should have a lot of chances to be applied for desigr and assessment
of real road network systems.

With the proposed model for gap acceptance characteristics of U-turning vehicles, more
rigorous study can be done on U{urn intersections in terms of its capacity and other
performance indicators. The nature of the proposed gap acceptance model makes it ideal for
use in dynamic analysis of U-turn intersections as in microscopic simulation analysis. The
formulation of the proposed gap acceptance model for U-turn intersections is a step towards
better understanding of the U-turn phenomenon.
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